
HISTORIAN’S TRIALS AND  AN UNUSUAL REWARD 
 

So, just what does a “Historian” do, anyway – and why would anyone agree to do this 

believed mostly dull waste of one’s time? At the PKFA the role of this Historian has 

evolved over the past 20 years of service.  It still consists of almost every day searching 

for and extracting pertinent genealogical records to be catalogued and archived for 

future ready location and referencing. 
 

The job still consists of interfacing with private individuals who supply names and dates 

of their immediate family – based on their personal knowledge or their collection of 

private letters and documents. In the process of entering these names and dates into a 

computerized data base, incompleteness often arises in the form of the unreported 

relationships of some individuals. Occasionally, outright errors are submitted that 

require correction. Hence, searches through other sources, such as posted census, 

birth, marriage, and death records are made to determine the most likely true 

relationships – or even true birth names extracted from what some used as nicknames. 
 

Valued name, date, and relationship Information also comes in the form of unexpected 

obituary notices.  Hence this Historian allocates time for scans of selected Funeral Home 

web sites.  Almost always included in these verbal tributes are names of both parents of 

the deceased – usually providing the elusive maiden name of their mother.  Children and 

siblings, and surnames of married children and siblings are usually found here, and 

nowhere else.  Again, corroborating of some names requires searches of other sources. 
 

It now should be clear that access to on-line posted public records is a necessity for 

effective use of this other kind of very personal information.  The Ancestry.com 

subscription service and the less verifiable Find a Grave site can help permit entry of 

more complete and likely more accurate records into this ever changing PKFA data base. 
 

Since the existence of the PKFA Historian has become known more widely, well 

intentioned folks send him an amazing collection of other paperwork.  Most of such are 

in the form of E-Mail messages as attachments, or packets arriving by the old fashioned 

USPS. These arrivals include old letters, deeds, wills, photos – and some plain worthless 

junk. Time must be allocated to sort through these for useable nuggets.  Other packets 

and boxes of “stuff” sometimes are hand delivered at PKFA annual meetings. 
 

But this year a heavy wooden chest was delivered by auto by visiting cousins.  Inside 

was a huge pile of paperwork, pictures, wills, deeds, etc. put there by Mrs. Christina 

Cheek Jobe and sent on its way.  She was in the process of cleaning out her mother’s 

extensive collection of genealogical records following the death of her mother and move 

of her father to a care facility.  There was so much there that it took over 3 months of 

almost daily work to extract and prepare a large 3-ring binder full of “real” artifacts. 
 

Discovered and recognized immediately were 3 well preserved old Journals.  Two 

contained the financial records of a Civil War Era blacksmith.  Then there was a “super 

nugget” – Sarah Vestal’s educational Journal dating back to 1814-1816.  This Historian 

had never held such a priceless historical treasure before.  It was brought to the 2017 

PKFA meeting as a featured display item, and offered to share as follows in more detail. 



 

 

PHOTOS OF SARAH VESTAL’S JOURNAL 

[HANDLED WITH CARE] 



A  JOURNAL’S  PASS  DOWN  PATH 
 

SARAH “SALLY” VESTAL 1798 – 1888 

As confirmed by handwritten entries therein, this 15-17 year old student used this as her 

personal Journal in 1814-1816.  She was the 3rd of 7 children of a NC Quaker couple who 

by this Journal’s existence shows their dedication to a high level of education they 

applied to this young lady. On 15 Oct 1816 she married Henry Kivett. He was a grandson 

of immigrant Peter Kivett through his oldest son John Matthew Kivett. This Henry 

became known as the first Kivett industrialist. With him she gave birth to 16 Kivett 

surname children and, as evidenced by the entries on these pages, must have passed on 

to her husband and these children the importance of education. This includes seeing that 

her Journal was preserved and maybe also used by her children and grandchildren. 

  

MEREDITH “DOC” KIVETT 1840 – 1932 

He was the 15th of these 16 children who became an itinerant minister.  With spouse 

Isabel Elizabeth Kirkman he fathered 9 more Kivett surname children who saved their 

mother’s journal. 

 

JOHN MELTON ‘MICK’ KIVETT 1863 – 1930 

This NC farmer was the 2nd of “Doc’s” 9 children. With spouse Barbara Ellen “Barbie” 

York, he fathered another 9 Kivett surname children. They, likewise, preserved their 

grandmother’s Journal. 

 

DORA BELLE KIVETT 1887 – 1966 

It was this 3rd of the 9 children of “Mick” who no doubt recognized the priceless value of 

this old Journal of her great grandmother, and it probably inspired her to be a collector 

of other family records.  She must have taken great care of this family education tool. 

This central NC born Kivett lady married neighboring farm boy James Boyd Butler when 

she was age 21.  With him she carried on the tradition of parenting large families – in this 

generation, one of 11 Kivett family children who all bore the Butler surname. 

 

MARGARET ISABELL BUTLER 1930 – 2014 

This last born of these 11 Butler children, after marrying a distant Kivett cousin by the 

name of Howard Vernon Cheek when she was 19, took up her mother’s challenge and 

became a serious family historian. As such, she helped form the Randolph County 

Genealogical Society and served as Treasurer for a fledgling Peter Kivett Family 

Association.  Safely protected in her home, even after her death, was this old still largely 

unknown Journal. Unlike her ancestors, she and husband only fathered 3 Cheek 

surname children, all with a known about Kivett heritage, and awareness of this Journal. 

 

CHRISTINA “CHRIS” CHEEK 1952 – PRESENT 

It was left for Chris, the middle of these 3 children, to decide what to do with all the 

collected historical items left in the home of her deceased mother. Also having been 

exposed to 2 generations of family historians, Chris saw the need to get this Journal 

brought to light. She got it to the PKFA Historian, who now hopes to make it a more 

recognized 200 year old treasured artifact, and see that it gets safely preserved forever. 



WHAT’S IN THIS JOURNAL 
 

THE BINDING: 

Although not yet analyzed by any true professional archivist, the appearance of the 

sturdy canvas-weight material seems to be some form of woven fabric. Its tan color 

almost has the appearance of a flat piece of fire hose.  On the front and back outside are 

what appears to be the very faded images of a regally clad prince with crown, along with 

some printed title that has faded and been stained into unreadability. Otherwise, it has 

done it’s work well by holding the insides together pretty well over the past 200+ years. 
  

THE FIRST 42 PAGES: 

At the top of all but the first and last couple of pages in this section is an elaborately 

scripted short phrase – a different one on each of these.  Many are of a moral guidance 

nature, although usually not a complete sentence, and occasionally almost nonsensical. 

These entries across the top of the pages appear to have been skillfully handwritten by 

someone as a guide to be copied repeatedly below by the student as a practice to 

develop elaborate, but highly readable, handwriting skills.  Examples include: 

“By Diligence and care you will soon write”  “Think of fate and shun her Completely” 

“Triumph not over your Enemies Sally”“Evil Communications corrupteth Good Manners” 

A few other pages contain business related multi-line phrases, also similarly copied, like: 

“Seven months after date for value received I promise to pay Sally Vestal or Bearer the 

sum of fifty cents witness my hand and Seal this 31st day of July 1815 --------“ 

It can be determined by the difference in the slanting of the handwritten words, and the 

inclusion at the end of some of the copied lower entries of her Sarah or Sally Vestal 

name that there is no doubt they were made by the student named Sarah Vestal. 
 

MAP OF THE WORLD: 

Between this and the next section is a single page with a dual circle image (maybe 

somehow printed) of the two earth hemispheres. All the lines of longitude and latitude 

are marked and labeled, but none of the earth’s continents are shown.  One wonders if 

Sarah was to have drawn these in, but left this study of geography for another time. 
 

THE LAST 62 PAGES: 

This is the stunningly amazing part!  It’s a math book – from a chart of Roman Numerals 

vs their values, through addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division rules.  Space 

was allocated for practice of such mathematical problems – some very lengthy. On a few 

pages this “command” was written, “Sarah Vestal Commit this Table to Memory”.  Not 

only was practice of ordinary math shown, pages allocated to calculations using various 

units of measurement were shown – such as “Land Measure”, in rods, chains, etc. There 

was “Cloth Measure, Dry Measure, Reduction of Time and Motion”.  Even “Measure of 

Wine” was included for a broad education of this Quaker girl  Finally, the last several 

pages were concerned with calculations using “The Rule of 3”.  This mysterious phrase 

turns out to have been a form of Algebra, where 3 of 4 items are known, and the 4th is to 

be mathematically determined.  Practical word problems were included to be solved. 
 

WOW – what proof of the extent of an education for this teen age girl over 200 years ago. 

The oft repeated observation that “Kivett’s Marry Well” applied even to this Henry Kivett. 
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IMAGE OF A FULLY MATURE 

 

SARAH VESTAL KIVETT 

 

FIRST USER IN HER UNMARRIED TEENAGE YEARS 

OF THIS 

 

JOURNAL 




